
USING ONENOTE TO WRITE A BOOK

Those trying to write a novel know the struggle. I guess we all go through the phase of deciding the right tool to write
(formatting to be publishing ready is a whole new story), and I went through mine. I eventually landed on Microsoft
OneNote as my editor of choice during the.

I am not always even sure of my characters names of what the weather is like when I start in on Chapter One.
In the Notebooks navigation pane, click OneNote Guide. Then in the chapter pages, write a much more
detailed plot. Switch between these tabs when switching between projects. I have my word doc open in the
middle screen, I have Onenote open on the right and I have things like the OED, web browser and other
rubbish on the left screen. In Onenote you can indent pages on the right list by just grabbing them and sliding
them right. I eventually landed on Microsoft OneNote as my editor of choice during the writing phase. Paste in
details of weapons, entymology,effects of poisons It has an easy-to-use interface no headaches, self-esteem
damage, confusion, trying-and-giving-up in despair, AND no need to take a course to learn how to use it.
Next, click on the page somewhere below the title. If the template menu has been closed, simply click the
arrow on the New Page button so it drops down. One of my biggest headaches is the WHEN in stories.
Although they are not a strict technical page tree, they look like it, and that is all your brain needs. Start
Microsoft Office OneNote. An Untitled Page will pop up. How old are they by chapter 8? Always start a new
page generic, so you can save it as a template. When did someone do what? In your text box, type the
following items: Title, Word Blurb, Long Blurb, One page summary, hidden ending, One page summary,
complete. See for yourself! So, this is how I control my plot. Remember, these are my notes and I am writing
the actual book in Word. I had been looking into an organization strategy for writing my novels for several
months. Think of it like a three-ring binder, with tab dividers for all of your different sections. Click the
Getting Started with OneNote section tab at the top of the note page. No more flipping between multiple Word
docs or Excel docs. Now, I have to own up and say that I sit in front of three huge monitors and this does
make my life easier. And so on. I might not return there, but then again, I might, so I would rather not have to
search all the way through , words of novel just to find a name I need for book 2. Hunting up forensic details
for a crime thriller? Tip: do the next step and save your template before you actually attach the file. The
hardest part is getting past that initial intimidation with a program still unfamiliar to many of us who live and
breathe in Word. Then I tried OneNote! Writing a new novel? A new text entry box will pop up. Sort of a very
simple hand crafted calendar. Agents - record of who you contacted and when And so on. No worries.


